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Abstract: Identifying precursor events that allow the timely forecasting of landslides, thereby enabling risk reduction, is inherently difficult. Here we present a novel, low cost, flow visualization
technique using time-lapsed imagery (TLI) that allows real time analysis of slope movement. This
approach is applied to the Rest and Be Thankful slope, Argyle, Scotland, where past debris flows
have blocked the A83 or forced preemptive closure. TLI of the Rest and Be Thankful are taken from a
fixed station, 28 mm lens, time lapse camera every 15 min. Imagery is filtered to counter the effects of
misalignment from wind induced vibration of the camera, asymmetric lighting, and fog. Particle
image velocimetry (PIV) algorithms are then run to produce slope movement velocity vectors. PIV
generated vectors are automatically post-processed to separate vectors generated by slope movement
from false positives generated by harsh environmental conditions. Results for images over a 20-day
period indicated precursor slope movement initiated by a rainfall event, a period of quiescence for
10 days, followed by a large landslide failure during proceeding rainfall where over 3000 tons of
sediment reached the road. Results suggest low cost, live streamed TLI and this novel PIV approach
correctly detect and, importantly, report precursor slope movement, allowing early warning, effective
management and landslide impact mitigation. Future applications of this technique will allow the
development of an effective decision-making tool for asset management of the A83, reducing the risk
to life of motorists. The technique can also be applied to other critical infrastructure sites, allowing
hazard risk reduction.
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1. Introduction
Slope failures pose a significant threat to human lives, infrastructure, and accessibility
of assets. Climatic changes are altering the severity and variability of seasonal extremes and
heightened storm intensity has been linked with higher numbers of recorded landsides [1,2].
Spatial and temporal variability in both forcing events such as rainfall delivery and ground
saturation levels and in the complex responses of slope materials result in severe challenges
to operational management decisions when assets or people are at risk. The initiation
and subsequent development of landslides can be considerably removed from identifiable
triggering events posing significant challenges to the identification of areas where slopes are
undergoing the early stages of deformation and failure. Seismic monitoring systems have
proven effective for the development of deep-seated failure processes or the live detection
of events, but are limited in the identification and location of precursory movement, which
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do not produce the same strength of signal. High resolution terrestrial laser scanning [3]
and Ground Based Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometry [4,5] are capable of detailing
failure processes, but such approaches rely on power supplies that are typically not suitable
for the remote locations where landslides often happen because of their prohibitive cost.
Here we present a low-cost, accessible, portable and readily field deployable slope
movement detection/monitoring system based on new analysis of standard optical timelapse imagery. The proposed system is based on the principles of particle image velocimetry
(PIV) where sequences of time-lapse images (TLI) from an off-the-shelf system comprising
a Digital Single-Lens Reflex (DSLR), programmable intervalometer, running from solar
rechargeable batteries streaming data via a 3G driven slope-wide WiFi network, are crosscorrelated to obtain a set of velocity vectors that represents any movement in the slope [6].
The PIV analysis requires sufficient coverage and quality of the pre- and post-movement
images to be achieved. This can be considered a challenge because the natural environment
is often characterized by complex lighting, contrast patterns, and varied topography that
leads to uneven pixel ground sampling—all typical in hazardous slope environments.
Thus, the TLI are first pre-processed for contrast equalization, cloud detection, and image
alignment before they are cross-correlated. Once the frame of velocity vectors is generated,
it is post-processed by applying a set of de-noising filters. If a movement of the slope is
detected, the system automatically generates an alarm and points out the area where the
movement was observed. Here we detail the development of this processing workflow
and apply it to an extensive (1 km wide) slope directly above the vital A83 arterial road
connecting people and businesses between west and central Scotland. The method is used
in order to detect and report any precursory slope movements and failure developments
to stakeholders responsible for managing landslide risk on the network–in this instance,
Transport Scotland.
Site and Setup
The A83 Rest and Be Thankful has been used as an exemplar of a chronic landslide risk
hotspot, where precursory deformation had often been noted by stakeholders. The Rest
and Be Thankful is a key tourist stop and principal trunk road into the west of Scotland,
affected by a particularly high frequency of landslides.
The A83 bisects the lower part of the slope which rises approximately 530 m from the
floor of Glen Croe (133 m.asl). Below the A83 the Old Military Road, a single carriageway
that runs parallel to the main road along the valley floor is used as an alternate route if
the A83 is landslide impacted, though this too has been disrupted by larger landslides.
In 2020–21, as a result of debris flow activity the A83 was closed for approximately 120 days.
It is estimated that the disruption caused by these events, on average, cost the authorities
£90,000 daily [7]. The volumetric magnitude of debris flows source areas ranged from
1.28 m3 to 333 m3 , whilst creep movements (which did not immediately lead to a debrisflow and are difficult to place volume estimates on) affected areas ranging from 7.34 m2
to 1584.62 m2 .
The site is a glacially conditioned valley comprised predominantly of steep-sided
rock slopes draped with glacial till and colluvium on the lower slopes and valley floor [8].
The bedrock consists of Neoproterozoic pelite, semipelite, and psammite, with an overlying
layer of densely gullied till up to 3 m thick and interspersed with shallow scars, levees and
debris cones. The slope has a concave bowl at the top, likely a cirque, (Figure 1) which
appears to concentrate stream flow into the center of the slope, which Sparkes et al. [9]
hypothesized could partly explain the predisposition of failures in this part of the slope.
The site map of Glen Croe is shown in Figure 1a and its digital terrain model with the
location of time-lapse camera is shown in Figure 1b.
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2. Materials
Methods
A Nikonand
D810
DSLR with a 36-megapixel optical sensor and equipped with a fixed
2.1.
PIVlens
Image
Analysis
28
mm
is used
to obtain imagery data at Rest and Be Thankful. The installation was
placedPIV
at the
opposite
valley side
of Glen
Croe to thetechnique
A83, approximately
1500
m from the
is an
image-based
velocity
measurement
used in fluid
dynamics
to
Rest
and
Be
Thankful
slope.
The
camera
faces
straight
on
to
the
slope,
i.e.,
does
not
have
measure the velocity field (direction and speed) of fluids. PIV is an indirect measurement
an
oblique view.
custom
programmable
Cyclapse
Digisnapcalled
Pro intevalometer
is tracers
used to
technique
whereAthe
fluid is
first seeded with
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the tracers. The
trigger
photos
every
15
min
during
daylight
hours
and
a
50-watt
solar
panel
is
fitted
the
are optimized to follow the motion of the fluid without disturbing its velocity field.to
This
unit to charge two Lithium Polymer (LiPo) batteries. Imagery was sent via WiFi to a nearby
off-grid base-station where a 3G internet connection transmits the data for processing.
For truly remote areas with no 3G/4G connectivity, the same setup can be used with
alternative communication and processing methods. For scenarios where communication
capabilities are limited, the detection algorithms can be implemented locally on site and
the outcomes relevant to decisions can be sent via low power wide-area networks such as
LoRa (Long Range). This architecture is especially advantageous to establish a network of
nodes operating within a range of a few kilometers. The range constraint can be eliminated
using satellite-based internet connection. However, the requirement of additional satellite
receiver will add to the overall cost of the system. The field setup of time-lapse camera
equipment for the experiments performed in this article is shown in Figure 1d.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. PIV Image Analysis
PIV is an image-based velocity measurement technique used in fluid dynamics to
measure the velocity field (direction and speed) of fluids. PIV is an indirect measurement
technique where the fluid is first seeded with small particles called the tracers. The tracers
are optimized to follow the motion of the fluid without disturbing its velocity field. This
faithful motion of the tracers is quantified by Stoke’s number, which is directly proportional
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2.2.1. CLAHE
CLAHE was originally developed for the analysis of images in medical research
applications [17]. Histogram equalization is a contrast optimization technique where the
more frequent pixel intensities are spread across the whole spectrum of the image. For
an n-bit image, this spectrum ranges from 0 to 2n −1 . CLAHE is an advanced version of
conventional histogram equalization in the sense that the image is first sectioned into
several small windows (in PIVlab the window size can be adjusted in the image preprocessing settings). Histogram equalization is then performed independently on each of
these windows. These equalized windows are then interpolated together, which removes
the visible boundaries between two adjacent windows. This results in a flatter histogram
than the application of a single histogram equalization applied across the full image.
2.2.2. Intensity Capping
A common source of bias and false detections in a frame generated by PIV arises
due to the presence of pixels with a much higher than average greyscale intensity within
the interrogation area. This source of error is more pronounced if PIV is used on images
with inhomogeneous lighting. For landslide monitoring in naturally lit environments with
variable cloud cover, this results in dynamic patterns of sunlight and shade across the
slope. The presence of bright spots overwhelms the cross-correlation function, introducing
bias in the output of PIV. However, this effect can be significantly reduced by upper
bounding the intensities of all pixels in the greyscale image. This procedure is called
intensity capping [18] and has been applied to all image analyses presented here.
2.2.3. Multiple Interrogation Areas
One of the most important parameters of PIV is the dimensions of the IA. A large IA
captures the high-velocity motion of the tracer while a small IA is suitable for low velocity
motion. The PIVlab allows the user to have multiple IAs of different sizes to capture both
high and low-velocity components within the same sequence. This multiscale analysis
increases the signal to noise ratio of the correlation significantly. All results in this study
are obtained using three interrogation areas of the sizes 64 × 64, 32 × 32 and 16 × 16 pixels
(for the Rest and Be Thankful example this equates to 10.24 m × 10.24 m, 5.12 m × 5.12 m,
2.56 m × 2.56 m, respectively). These areas encompass the range of slope movements
(shallow surficial movements, deep-seated rotational slides, and channelized debris flows)
historically detected on the slope [9]. In PIVlab the multiple interrogation areas can be set
within the window of the graphical user interface.
PIVlab provides several pre- and post-processing filters, but the results obtained
using outdoor TLI for landslide detection were unacceptable, with a large number of
false-positives in every frame. Thus, in order to achieve sufficient feature tracking on image
sequences of an uncontrolled slope environment, new filters and processing interventions
have been added.
3. Progressing PIVlab for Landslide Monitoring Applications
Several limitations were observed in the application of PIVlab to landslide detection
using field derived TLI sequences. False positives generated by uncontrolled environmental elements such as wind, cloud, and rain required unacceptable manual scrutiny and
undermine efforts to allow automated wide-area deformation identification and tracking
with minimal user intervention. Here we describe an improvement of PIVLab which aims
to overcome the limitations which were initially observed in its application to landslide
detection. The new features presented here have been added without compromising the
structure of PIVlab graphical user interface and have been integrated so that they can be
enabled or disabled within the original graphical user interface platform.
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Phase correlation can be used to measure the linear phase component of a moving
image in the frequency domain. This change in phase results from translations in horizontal x and vertical y directions of the same image to an altered position. Consider, for
example, an M × N original image position A(i,j) has been shifted to a new position A
= A(i − m, j − n). Evaluating the fast-Fourier transform (FFT) of A and A one can obtain
FFT

A(i, j) → XA (u, v)
FFT

(2)
um

vn

A(i − m, j − n) → XA (u, v)e− j2π ( M + N )

(3)

where XA is the FFT of the fixed image A, and m and n are the directional shifts of A in
x and y directions, respectively when referenced to A. The next step involves taking the
cross-correlation of the fast-Fourier transform of the two images defined by Equations (2)
and (3), which results in:
um

T (u, v) =

vn

XA (u, v) XA (u, v)e− j2π ( M + N )
XA (u, v) XA (u, v)

um

vn

um vn
| X (u, v)|2 e j2π ( M + N )
= A
= e j2π ( M + N )
2
| XA (u, v)|

(4)

where (.) represents the complex conjugate of a function (.). The translation in horizontal
and vertical directions of the shifted image can be established by taking the inverse discrete
Fourier transform (iDFT) of (4), which results in a Dirac delta function centered at (−m,
−n).

1, i f i = m ∧ j = n
iDFT
T (u, v) → δ(i − m, j − n) =
(5)
0, elsewhere
Equation (5), captures the successive translation caused by horizontal and vertical
image shifts. The alignment of a shifted image can thus be obtained by translating it
by the negative of m pixels in horizontal direction and n pixels in the vertical direction.
This process and its impact on vector differences between the images is demonstrated
in Figure 3; the velocity vectors generated by PIV here are the result of misalignment in
images captured 15 min apart from a fixed position, exposed to wind vibrations (Figure 3a).
Erroneous displacement vectors are largely eliminated using the phase correlation alignment (Figure 3b).
3.3. Live Monitoring with Dynamic Framerate
The current version of PIVlab was only capable of processing a preselected batch of
images. In order to address this limitation for real-time monitoring applications, a real-time
image processing workflow is required. The TLI obtained were uploaded to cloud services
at 15-min intervals. These images were automatically read into a folder used by PIVlab,
enabling the processing workflow to be continually updated with new images from the
cloud. This additional feature allowed vector displacement monitoring from anywhere in
near-real time and by multiple computers if required.
One of the limitations of PIVlab is the requirement of a static temporal frequency
of the optical sensor. Conventionally, in laboratory environments, the framerate of an
optical sensor is known a priori and it remains constant during the experiment. In a natural
environment, the variable conditions mean that consecutive images may not always be
useable (for example if cloud or fog obscures the view), and therefore the desirable image
sequence may not always be evenly distributed in time. If the images are taken at irregular
intervals, the duration between two consecutive images is potentially unknown. Therefore,
it has been necessary to further adapt PIVlab to read the EXIF data of the TLI. From the
EXIF data, the epoch times of the images were calculated and a dynamic framerate was
thus accommodated within the PIV analyses.

parameter 𝜿 is set and employed in a thresholding scheme that inspects the counts of the
vectors produced, opposing the direction of genuine slope movement. If the count of such
vectors exceeds 𝜿 within the defined ROI, the frame is discarded from the dataset and the
image
from the analysis. The value of parameter 𝜿 can thus be set to increase 8 of 17
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or decrease the sensitivity of the cloud detection.
The cloud generated vectors are shown in Figure 4. The effect of cloud for this example can be clearly seen
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Figure
4. Processing
imagesimages
with cloud
generates
numberlarge
of vectors
in random
directions.
Cloudy images
are detected
images
are detected
byvectors.
examining the orientation of these vectors.
byCloudy
examining
the orientation
of these
Raindrops on the camera lens are another source of noise which generate small patches
of false vectors. Although to a large degree this can be mitigated with the install design,
wind-blown rain is unavoidable, and, automated wipers use an often prohibitive power
draw in solar charge situations. These drops tend to stay for a long period of time (despite
hydrophobic treatment) on the lens and thus prevent the optical access to the slope. Figure
5 shows two examples of scenarios where raindrop-induced false-positives are generated.
These vectors have the same random orientation as the cloud induced vectors and thus
may trigger the cloud detection/removal algorithm to remove the frame from the dataset,
if the threshold for cloud detection is reached. If the cloud detector is not triggered, these
frames are passed through the post-processing filters where these vectors can be eliminated
if the vector patches are small. However, genuine slope movement cannot be detected in
the areas covered by the raindrops.
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Figure 4. Processing images with cloud generates large number of vectors in random directions.
Cloudy images are detected by examining the orientation of these vectors.
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3.5. Morphological Filtering
PIV is prone to noise (random vectors) even when used in a strictly controlled environment. The potential for random, erroneous vectors generated by PIV is greater in images of
dynamic outdoor environments. In the case of a natural hillslope, movement of vegetation
(seasonal bracken in this instance) in the captured scene, raindrops on the camera lens, and
inhomogeneous lighting play a major role in generating higher levels of random vectors.
For the application of landslide detection, these circumstances have the potential to cause
false positives and ultimately incorrectly identify a slope movement event. To mitigate
the impact of false positives, the vectors generated by PIVlab are passed through a set of
morphological filters. Morphological filters are briefly explained here but for an in-depth
review of morphological filters, readers are referred to [19] and the references within.
To optimize the performance of the vector tracking process within an automated
workflow, problematic image artefacts such as blurred feature edges and inconsistencies
between image sequences need to be accounted for. By analyzing the difference frames
generated by PIV as a color (red, green, and blue) composite, every vector produced can
be viewed in the visual domain where the horizontal x and vertical y component of the
vectors correspond with the red and green intensity of the pixel, respectively (all blue
intensities are set to zero for 2-D vector tracking). For 3-D vector tracking the blue intensity
corresponds with the z-component of the vector. This is necessary for the application of a
visual domain filter to a spatial domain dataset. Morphological filters are typically applied
to binary images; hence it is necessary to convert the color composite images to binary,
where each pixel with a luminance intensity greater than 0.5 is set to a value of 1. This
results an image where a white pixel corresponds with the presence of a vector at that pixel
location and a black pixel represents absence of velocity vector.
3.5.1. Erosion Filters
Erosion filters are morphological image processing tools used to remove pixels from
the boundary of an object in an image. The basic component of the erosion filtering process
is a binary array called the morphological element (ME). The ME is defined by the size
(dimension) and the neighborhood (Boolean structure) of the array. Two examples of a
pre-determined ME of the same size but different neighborhood are shown in Figure 6.
The erosion filtering process is an iterative procedure where at each step the ME is centered
over a pixel in the subject image and then:
i.
ii.

The pixel in the binary image is set to 0 if any pixel in the neighborhood (N ) is 0.
The pixel in the binary image is set to 1 if all pixels in the neighborhood are 1’s.

(dimension) and the neighborhood (Boolean structure) of the array. Two examples of a
pre-determined ME of the same size but different neighborhood are shown in Figure 6.
The erosion filtering process is an iterative procedure where at each step the ME is centered over a pixel in the subject image and then:
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i.
ii.

The pixel in the binary image is set to 0 if any pixel in the neighborhood (𝒩) is 0.
The pixel in the binary image is set to 1 if all pixels in the neighborhood are 1′s.

𝒩: Square

ME (3 × 3)

ME (3 × 3)
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𝒩: Diamond

Figure 6. Morphological elements for erosion and dilation filters.

Figure 6. Morphological elements for erosion and dilation filters.

The process is repeated for every pixel in the binary image and as a result, the erosion
filter removes noisy vectors produced by PIV processing as erroneous vectors caused
The process isbyrepeated
for every
pixel images
in the binary
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and asappear
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slight differences
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small
difference
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between
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appear
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placements in the visual domain. Thus, filtering the PIV frames in the visual domain removes pixels from
theDilation
boundaries
of these objects, which typically eliminates the false3.5.2.
Filtering
positive patches of vectors
due to
their process
small size.
The erosion
filtering
described above reduces noise but is indiscriminate and

so has the potential to also remove vectors that are a product of genuine slope movement.
Working under the assumption that erosion filtering will remove most of the noisy vectors
and only a small portion of slope movement vectors, the results can then be run through
a counter process called dilation filtering. Like erosion filtering, dilation is an iterative
process where at each step the ME is centered over a pixel in the output from erosion filter
and then:
i.
ii.

The pixel in the binary image is set to 1 if any pixel in the neighborhood is 1.
The pixel in the binary image is set to 0 if all pixels in the neighborhood are 0’s.

As the name suggests dilation expands the mask where filtered (and non-erroneous)
slope movement is detected. This procedure effectively restores the full PIV dataset in
areas not affected by feature edge effects. The erosion and then dilation filtering of vector
outputs successfully eliminates most of the non-slope movement vectors, but occasionally
small numbers of noisy vectors remain and could potentially still trigger a false alarm. This
is particularly problematic for scenarios where false alarms lead to direct costs such as the
closure of an asset like the A83 or mobilization of geotechnical staff to conduct in-person
evaluation. Therefore, the outputs from the dilation filter have been passed through a
cosine comparator for further refinement of the change detection.
3.6. Cosine Comparator
The cosine comparator works on the principles of cosine similarity existing between
two frames. Cosine similarity is a data mining algorithm that captures the similarity
between two vectors in terms of the gradient of one vector with respect to the other. If
a slope movement is observed by comparing two images taken at times t and t + ∆t, the
same movement will be observed by comparing images taken at t − ∆t and t + ∆t. Hence,
the two frames obtained by processing the three images will hold a common set of vectors
that represent the real slope movement. These sets of vectors will have a much higher
cosine similarity between them than if a velocity vector appears between two images but
then is no longer present when comparing across three successive images. For example,
let FBC be a frame that holds a set of velocity vectors obtained by processing images B
and C through PIV and that captures a real event plus several false positives. To identify
and separate false positives from an actual event, one can compare FBC with a frame FAC
generated by image A (taken prior to B) and image C. The set of velocity vectors in FBC
that are generated by real slope movement will have a higher cosine similarity with the
set of vectors in FAC that are generated by the same slope change. Conversely, the false
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positives in FAC will have negligible similarity with the false positives in FBC due to their
random and dynamic nature. We can thus apply a cosine similarity threshold (τ) to every
vector in FBC . In other words, any vector in FBC that has a lower than τ cosine similarity
with its corresponding vector in FAC will be removed from the frame FBC . Mathematically,
such a filter can be implemented as
)
(
AC
vBC
BC
i · vi
< τ ∀ i ∈ FBC
(6)
vi = 0 i f
k vAC
kk vBC
i
i ||
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where τ is the similarity threshold that ranges between −1 and 1, and vAC
and viBC represent
i
the ith vector of FAC and FBC , respectively. The cosine comparator effectively limits the
vectors retained to those associated with real slope movement. Unlike conventional PIV
approaches, this new structure inputs three images at once to generate two frames for the
cosine comparator. The output of the cosine comparator is a single frame holding only
11 of 18
the velocity vectors generated by the slope movement. The full structure
of landslide
monitoring algorithms in the modified PIVlab is illustrated in Figure 7.
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The remaining (proposed as ′genuine′) slope movement vectors derived in this example relate to a failure that was also retrospectively identified and quantified with pre(21.05.2018) and post-surveys (02.10.2018) using a Reigl VZ4000 terrestrial laser scanner.
Terrestrial laser scans are subsampled to 0.2 m for change detection analysis between
scans, and quantified the volume of displaced material at 187 m2 (Figure 9).
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The remaining (proposed as ‘genuine’) slope movement vectors derived in this example relate to a failure that was also retrospectively identified and quantified with pre- (21
May 2018) and post-surveys (2 October 2018) using a Reigl VZ4000 terrestrial laser scanner.
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Terrestrial laser scans are subsampled to 0.2 m for change detection analysis
between scans,
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and quantified the volume of displaced material at 187 m2 (Figure 9).
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merit further consideration. Here we discuss the success and potential of the remote, live-15 of 17
streamed system and image processing workflow for automated slope monitoring.
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undetected. With the camera setup used in this study, one pixel covers 0.61 m of slope.
Thus, any movement observed between two images with magnitude less than 0.61 m will
go undetected. This limitation can be countered by increasing the resolution of the optical
sensor, or a different lens setup depending on the region of interest. It is, therefore, necessary that the system achieves a balance between coverage and detail on the slope from a
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The temporal resolution or framerate plays an important role in the PIV outputs
generated. A higher framerate is desired in order to minimize the differences between
images but for real-time monitoring the data telemetry and processing time required to
generate a difference frame must be considered. For landslide detection using TLI, a high
framerate provides high sensitivity to the detection of movement, but where events take
several hours to days to fully develop lower capture rates can still prove successful, albeit
with a loss of granularity in the temporal component of deformation.
5.3. The Potential for PIV Analyses for Slope Monitoring
Through the application of the processing workflow, initial precursory movement and
landslide inception at our case-study site was detected during a rainfall event approximately 20 days before the ultimate failure. Despite being limited to conditions where the
features of the slope are visible, the ability to monitor and automatically detect movements
across an expansive and complex slope area using low-cost hardware holds significant
potential to improve the accurate detection and forecasting of damaging landslides. In
many situations, landslides can typically only be loosely linked to driving processes by
the final time failure or interaction with assets. Our approach has the potential to help
better constrain the timing, evolution, and magnitude of slope failures relative to triggering
events.
Live-streamed and automated movement data enable the creation and analysis of an
inventory of change on problematic slopes that can improve assessment of instabilities that
may ultimately threaten key assets or pose risk to life. The PIV analyses have detected the
initiation, development, and the reactivation of slope material prior to final failure in a
challenging slope setting. Further analysis may help asset managers to better understand
the types of movement that develop into potentially hazardous events and those that do not.
Ultimately this new approach will enable a move away from retrospectively identifying
where individual events may have initiated to proactively tracking and mitigating threats
as they develop.
6. Conclusions
A real-time landslide monitoring solution has been presented by employing PIV, a
powerful fluid visualization technique that works on the principles of cross-correlation
between images. The approach has been developed and applied at a problematic site where
landslides repeatedly threaten the operation of the A83 in Scotland. We use live-streamed
TLI, which require pre-processing for contrast equalization, intensity thresholding, and
image registration to account for low or variable (contrast) light levels, windy conditions,
and raindrops on the camera lens. The output velocity vectors obtained by cross-correlating
the enhanced pre-processed TLI via PIV were passed through a chain of filters to distinguish
false positives from the vectors generated by the actual slope movement. These include
a pair of morphological filters, applied to the output of PIV in the visual domain. This
procedure was followed by allowing the refined vector set to pass through a comparator,
where vectors from two consecutive PIV outputs were matched for similarities in terms of
the angle between them. This addition was deemed essential in order to identify vectors
produced by genuine slope movements, which produced higher gradient similarity values.
We demonstrate that the final product achieved represents an effective, low-cost approach
to automatic detection of slope movement and provides a powerful new early warning
tool to mitigate the impacts of landslides affecting critical assets.
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Abbreviations
PIV
TLI
IA
CLAHE
ME
ROI
DSLR
LiPo
FFT
iDFT

Particle Image Velocimetry
Time Lapsed Images
Interrogation Area
Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization
Morphological Element
Region Of Interest
Digital Single-Lens Reflex
Lithium Polymer
Fast-Fourier Transform
Inverse-Discrete Fourier Transform
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